German tourist village on the Red Sea

The European Arab Engineers Union plans 3 projects:
- At Red Sea in Egypt or Sudan,
- At Dead Sea in Jordan,
- At Mediterranean Sea in Syria, Lebanon or Tunisian.

Each center consists of five sections:

The objectives of these projects are:
- Use of Arab / European relationship to solve the engineering problems in the Arab word.
- We have chosen topics of interest to Arab countries and resolve their problems, which are
reflected on the lives of Arab citizens directly.
- The EAEU wants to move from the stage of the conference and slogans to the practical
application of the objectives in the transfer of science and engineering technology to resolve the
outstanding problems in the Arab world as well as support for industrial development and the
actual science in the Arab world.
- In addition, our members are given the opportunity in the Arab word to spend relaxing
vacations at the seaside.
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The project at Red Sea in Egypt

This project consists following parts:

European/Arab Institute for environment technology (eaIFet):

This institute is specialized for the problem of environment in the Arab word. We have chosen
topics of interest to Arab countries and resolve their problems, which are reflected on the lives
of Arab citizens directly.

The establishment of a Institute of scientific research this is the main objective of the Union
because he wants to move from the stage of the conference and slogans to the practical
application of the objectives in the transfer of science and engineering technology to resolve the
outstanding problems in the Arab world as well as support for industrial development and the
actual science in the Arab world. The truth is that scientific research is very costly and would
therefore be the proceeds and profits from club are funded in the Institute.

Engineers Club:
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This club consists following parts:
-

Hotel five-star,
Arab and European restaurants and cafés,
Shopping center,
Chalets,
Sport facilities (mini Golf - tennis - skin-dive - fitness - beach Volleyball ....).

The European Village:

This village includes 1000 units of holiday houses and holiday apartments. Engineers from
Europe, Arab countries and other countries can bay in this village a houses or apartments. The
European village consists all services that the people need.

European School:

Provides educational services to the population and the residential suburb of the Egyptian
people in the surrounding areas.
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